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Fermion pair production at LEP2

I. De Bonisa

aLaboratoire d’Annecy-le-Vieux de Physique des Particules,
74941 Annecy-Le-Vieux Cedex, France

Preliminary results on combined cross-sections and forward-backward asymmetries from e+e− → ff̄ processes
at LEP2 for center-of-mass energy

√
s from 130 to 207 GeV, are summarized. These results provide a test of

the Standard Model to O(1%) and allow to constraint physics beyond the Standard Model, such as four-fermion
contact interactions, gravitational interaction in extra dimensions and leptoquarks models.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the start of LEP2, each experiment has
collected data for a total integrated luminosity of
about 700 pb−1, at center-of-mass energy

√
s from

130 to 207 GeV [1]. In this paper, combined di-
fermion results from the four LEP experiments up
to 207 GeV are presented. Then, constraints on
physics beyond the Standard Model such as four-
fermion contact interactions, gravitational inter-
action in extra dimensions and leptoquarks are
reported.

2. FERMION PAIR PRODUCTION AT

LEP2

The process e+e− → ff̄ at energies above the
Z0 resonance is dominated by the γ exchange.
On the other hand the γ − Z0 interference is re-
sponsible for the large forward-backward asym-
metries in all channels. At LEP2 energies, com-
pared to LEP1, the importance of radiative pro-
cesses in which an initial state photon is emit-
ted, is much increased. This initial-state radi-
ation (ISR) reduces the available center-of-mass

energy
√

s′ down to Z0 resonance and QED ra-
diative corrections lead to a factor five enhance-
ment of the di-fermion Born cross-section. The
reduced center-of-mass energy

√
s′ is defined as

the invariant mass of the outgoing ll̄ pair or the
mass of the s-channel propagator for qq̄ pair.
The di-fermion measurements presented below
are provided for the exclusive samples of events

with
√

s′/s > 0.85, so excluding the radiative
events.
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Figure 1. Preliminary LEP combined cross-
sections and asymmetries results

3. DI-FERMION CROSS-SECTIONS

AND LEPTONIC ASYMMETRIES

WITH
√

s′/s > 0.85

Each LEP experiment provided its measure-
ments of the qq̄, µ+µ− and τ+τ− cross-sections
and of µ+µ− and τ+τ− asymmetries. Before
combination, those measurements are corrected
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to have a common signal definition. The com-
bination includes data from 183 to 207 GeV.
All cross-sections and asymmetries are treated
together in a single fit using a covariance ma-
trix (detectors effects and ISR modeling being
the main errors). The LEP preliminary com-
bined results are shown in Figure 1. The differ-
ence between the measured hadronic cross section
and the Standard Model expectation (ZFITTER
v6.36 [2]), averaged over all energies, is the largest
one and is about 1.6 standard deviation. Theo-
retical precisions are respectively 0.3% and 0.4%
for the hadronic and leptonic cross sections. They
are obtained from the difference between ZFIT-
TER and KK2f [3] predictions.
Differential cross-sections dσ/dcosθ for e+e− → ll̄
processes are measured by the four LEP experi-
ments. For µ+µ− and τ+τ− final states, prelimi-
nary results combination gives a good agreement
with the Standard Model expectation (ZFIT-
TER). A preliminary combination (ALEPH-L3-
OPAL) of the e+e− final states results have been
made for the first time, averaged data and pre-
dictions from Monte Carlo generator BHWIDE
[4] are in good agreement.
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Figure 2. Preliminary LEP combined Rq and
Aqq̄

FB results for bb̄ and cc̄ production

4. HEAVY FLAVOURS CROSS-

SECTIONS AND ASYMMETRIES

The measured observables are the cross sec-
tion ratios Rb = σ(bb̄)/σ(had) and Rc =
σ(cc̄)/σ(had), where σ(had) is the total qq̄ cross
section, and the forward-backward asymmetries
Abb̄

FB and Acc̄
FB (Figure 2). The available heavy

flavours results are combined, Rc measurements
coming only from ALEPH experiment. A simul-
taneous fit of Rb and Abb̄

FB is performed, Rc and
Acc̄

FB being fixed to the Standard model values. A
similar procedure is used for the cc̄ heavy flavour
measurements. The results are consistent with
the Standard Model predictions of ZFITTER.

Figure 3. Preliminary combined 95% confidence
limits on Λ for bb̄ and cc̄. The ± sign on Λ denotes
positive and negative interference with Standard
Model amplitudes.

5. INTERPRETATIONS

Comparaison of the measured di-fermion cross-
sections and asymmetries with Standard Model
predictions allows to put limits on many possible
extensions of the Standard Model. The sensitiv-
ity to these new models comes from their interfer-
ence with the Standard Model processes through
virtual exchange of new particles.
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5.1. Four-fermions contact interactions

Four-fermions contact interactions are charac-
terized by an energy scale Λ, and a coupling g. Λ
is interpreted as the mass of a new heavy particle
exchanged between the incoming and the outgo-
ing fermion pairs. Different models correspond to
the different helicity states involved in the inter-
action. LEP2 combined di-fermion measurements
allow to constrain the scale Λ for e+e− → ll̄, bb̄, cc̄
final states only reachable at LEP. Contact inter-
actions would affect the total cross section and
the asymmetries for ll̄ (µ+µ−, τ+τ−) and heavy
flavours final states. Preliminary combined 95%
confidence lower limits on Λ are derived, assum-
ing a coupling g2 = 4π (Figure 3). For the first
time at LEP2, uū and dd̄ final states are stud-
ied using the hadronic cross section and assuming
that only one quark flavour of up-type or down-
type is affected by the contact interactions (Fig-
ure 4).
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Figure 4. Preliminary combined 95% confidence
limits on Λ for up-type and down-type quarks

5.2. Gravitational interaction in extra di-

mensions

The gravitational interaction in extra dimen-
sions are a new approach to understand the Hi-
erarchy problem. These models, in particular
the ”Arkani-Ahmed, Dimopoulos, Dvali” model
[5] assume δ extra space dimensions compacti-
fied at the size R and a fundamental scale MD

close to the electroweak scale. Results are for
δ = 2 and in term of string mass scale MS ∼ MD

[6]. The e+e− → ff̄ Standard Model differential
cross section is then modified due to additional
s-channel virtual graviton exchange amplitudes.
Especially the e+e− final state where the interfer-
ence between t-channel γ exchange and graviton
exchange is expected to be large. The combined
(ALEPH-L3-OPAL) preliminary 95% confidence
lower limits on MS from the e+e− → e+e− mea-
surements are the following:

MS = 1.20 TeV for λ = +1
MS = 1.09 TeV for λ = −1

where λ is the sign of the interference with the
SM amplitudes. The Figure 3 shows the mea-
sured e+e− → e+e− differential cross-section nor-
malized to the Standard Model expectation (Fig-
ure 5).
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Figure 5. Measured e+e− → e+e− differential
cross-section normalized to the Standard Model
expectation at

√
s = 207 GeV . The predictions

for graviton interactions with MS = 1 GeV are
indicated.

5.3. Leptoquarks

A leptoquark (LQ) is a high-mass reso-
nant state carrying baryon and lepton numbers
(F=3B+L, where F is the LQ’s fermion number)
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Table 1
Preliminary indirect limits on the first generation leptoquark mass, assuming λ =

√
4πα.

LQ Type mLQ (GeV/c2) LQ Type mLQ (GeV/c2)

S0(L) → eu 655 V1/2(L) → ed 303

S0(R) → eu 520 V1/2(R) → eu, ed 227

S̃0(R) → ed 202 Ṽ1/2(L) → eu 176

S1(L) → eu, ed 361 V0(L) → ed̄ 917

S1/2(L) → eū 178 V0(R) → ed̄ 165

S1/2(R) → eū, ed̄ 232 Ṽ0(R) → eū 489

S̃1/2(L) → ed̄ − V1(L) → eū, ed̄ 659

and coupling to a lepton and a quark. They
are predicted by theories such as the one pro-
posed by W. Buchmüller, R. Rückl and D. Wyler
[7]. Ten leptoquarks are predicted, five scalars
(S0, S1/2,...), five vectors (V0, V1/2,...). There
are three generations of LQ couplings, λlq. The
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Figure 6. Preliminary limits in the plan λ2
lq versus

LQ mass for V0(L) (2nd generation coupling) and
S1(L) (3rd generation coupling)

e+e− → qq̄, leptoquarks can be exchanged in
the t-channel or u-channel. The hadronic cross-
section is modified by the first generation lepto-
quark exchange. Rc and Acc̄

FB measurements are
modified by the second generation leptoquark ex-
change. Rb and Abb̄

FB measurements are sensitive
to the third generation leptoquarks exchange. As-
suming λ =

√
4πα, the indirect limits on the first

generation leptoquark mass, are given in Table 1.
For the second and third generation leptoquark
exchange, Figure 6 shows the best LEP2 limits in
the plan λ2

lq versus LQ mass.
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